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Abstract. Porosity in the hardening system consists of air cells, which are the main element of the cellular
concrete structure and that formed when gas emission in the mixture or during the foaming. The paper
presents the developed models of porous structure formation in autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) and
foam concrete (FC). We elaborated the concept of bubble porosity in fresh concrete by distinguishing three
types of bubble pores: microbubble pores, membrane pores and cellular pores. The sizes of such pores
are determined and the possibility of pore shape deformation is evaluated. The study revealed that capillary
and hydrostatic pressure are the essential factors in the process of bubble system formation. Reducing the
size of deformable cellular bubbles and obtaining an increased number of non-deformable membrane
bubbles improves the AAC and FC structure. This is a promising method of improving AAC and FC
production technology.

1. Introduction
The pore size and the porosity nature are essential for the most hydration hardening materials. By
creating a porous structure in production process, highly effective inorganic materials for construction
purposes are made from autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) and foam concrete (FC) non-autoclaved of
hardening [1–4].
Three types of pores in hardening systems are distinguished: gel pores, capillary pores and air pores.
Air pores called cellular pores, gas pores, or macropores. The concepts of gel porosity were developed in
[5]. Gel pores are a space in aggregated growth between highly dispersed hydrated phases. Capillary pores
are the space occupied by the mixing water remaining after hydration, minus gel porosity. Gel porosity and
capillary porosity mainly depends on the type and amount of binders in the initial mix, as well as the water
to binder ratio [6–10]. Such pores will appear in the interbubble septa after matrix crystallization structure
formation.
The cellular porosity in the hardening system is created by gas evolution in the mix or by foaming
[11–15]. In AAC technology a highly mobile mixture is converted into a raw mass with a coagulation
structure due to two quick chemical reactions. In the reaction with dispersed aluminum, hydrogen is emitted
and 3CaO∙Al2O3∙6H2O is formed, and CaO hydrates into Ca(OH)2, binding part of the mixing water into the
solid phase. FC technologies are based on three-phase foam production with air bubbles as a dispersed
phase of the system [1].
Raw density, strength, thermal conductivity and other properties of AAC [16, 17] and FC [18, 19] are
interrelated. Data on the porous structure of the material are used when cellular concrete of the same
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density have different properties [20], when modeling porosity [21–24], when the nature of the processes
in the hardening system is revealed [17, 25] and in other studies. The quantity and quality of bubble pores
affects the properties of not only AAC and FC, but also other aerated concretes, for example, gypsum
compositions [26–28]. Thermophysical characteristics of AAC and other cellular materials are important for
building envelopes in connection with the relevance of energy saving issues for space heating [29–32].
Common to AAC and FC is the formation of their porous structure in a three-phase bubble system.
Three-phase foam is both a FC mix and foam stabilized by fine particulate matter, for example [33–36]. The
three-phase system of AAC and FC freshly prepared mixes can be reduced to a two-phase system,
considering the bubble as a discrete phase, and a concentrated suspension as a carrier, condensed phase.
The gas-liquid systems mechanics describes the processes in many modern technologies and is used to
consider bubble porosity nature in a cellular concrete mixes [37]. The identification of the types, shapes
and sizes of bubble pores in cellular concrete has a significant role for AAC and FC technology. The concept
of bubble pores is significant for obtaining scientific data [38–40] and computer modeling of porous systems
[41, 42].
According to the above mentioned aspects, the purpose of this study is to develop ideas about the
origin of bubble porosity in aerated concrete and pore sizes in AAC and FC. The research tasks included
modeling the porosity in AAC and FC, analyzing the bubble porosity taking into account the size of the
bubble, and identifying factors that determine the formation of the bubble system. Consideration of the
hardening system as a composition consisting of a matrix and bubbles allows one model to characterize
the porous structure of different materials hardening AAC and FC. The division of bubble pores into species
not only develops the existing understanding of the porosity of hardening systems, but also provides
guidance for improving the cellular concrete technology.

2. Materials and Experimental method
2.1. Materials
It was studied FC pressure of the density class of D250 manufactured by LLC «Ecostroymaterials»
from samples taken during the installation of monolithic thermal insulation of attic floors of buildings and
AAC density class of D500 of CJSC «AEROBEL». The sampling was carried out simultaneously with the
routine testing of the material properties by the enterprise. AAC had a dry density of 493 kg/m3, pressure
strands 5.54 N/mm2, and a coefficient of thermal conductivity of 0.112 W/(mK). FC characteristics: dry
density 238 kg/m3, compressive strength 0.64 MPa, coefficient of thermal conductivity 0.057 W/(mK).

2.2. Experimental method
The porous structure was evaluated visually on samples and on photographs on chips and sections.
It was used a TESCAN MIRA 3 LMU scanning electron microscope (SEM) scan with an increase from 2 to
1.000.000 and an energy dispersive microanalysis with an attachment to the microscope of the
spectrometer.

2.3. Modeling
Processes modeling occurring in porous hardening systems with a change in solid phases
composition and ingredients aggregation state was carried out on silicate AAC mix with a density class of
500 kg/m3 (D500). The manufacturing process of AAC according to the criterion of phase transformations
is divided into three stages and two phase transformations in the system, which determine the staging
(Fig. 1).
The characteristics of the model AAC mix according are given in the table. The lime and aluminum
powder activity is taken equal to 100%. For the production of 1 m3 of white AAC, 432.19 l of a AAC mixe
with a water solid (W/S) ratio W/S = 0.6 is required. The volume fraction of the solid phase in the freshly
prepared AAC mix is 0.375, the liquid phase is 0.625. Water in the AAC mix as a dispersion medium ensures
the continuity of the hardening system.
Table. Silicate AAC mix characteristic with D500.
Characteristic
Proportions (kg on 1 m3)
Density (kg/m3)
Volumetric content of
ingredients (l/m3)

Lime

Mix ingredients
Quartz sand
Aluminum powder

Water

112
3320

340
2650

0.5
2700

270
1000

33.7

128.3

0.19

270
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Figure 1. Manufacturing AAC process formalization:
– stages;
– phase transformations;
S', S'', S''' – solid phases composition, L – liquid phase, G – gas phase.
Bubble porosity of the adobe AAC cake is formed by the released gaseous hydrogen. Based on 1 m3
of AAC we have:

VB + ∑

mi
1,
+W* =
ρi

(1)

where VB is bubble porosity volume, m3/m3; mi is solid phases masses, kg; ρi is solid phases density, kg/m3;
W* is mixing water volume minus solid phase bound, m3/m3.
The water in the green AAC cake in the second stage of system hardening remains a dispersion
medium. Together with silica (SiO2) and hydrated growth (Ca(OH)2 and 3CaO·Al2O3·6H2O), water provides
stability to membranes and the bubble system as a whole. The contraction porosity estimation during the
portlandite formation for the considered model of AAC mix gives the value 5.36·10-3 m3/m3.
In the process of green cake autoclave hardening at the second stage of phase transformations
(Fig. 1), the physical and mechanical properties of AAC are formed. It is accepted that tobermorite
5CaO∙6SiO2∙5H2O with density 2440 kg/m3 is formed in the model system during hardening. Water at the
end of autoclaving exhausts its functions. The volume fraction of the space occupied in green cake water
becomes a source of capillary and gel porosity in AAC.
The gas bubbles growth in the freshly prepared mix during the green cake structure formation
describes the Rayleigh-Plesset equation [34]:

3  2σ 4ηR

РG + РWV ≥ РA + ρmix gH + ρmix  RR + R 2  +
+
+ РE ,
2  R
R


(2)

where PG и PWV is gas and water vapor pressure in a bubble; PA и PE is atmospheric and excess pressures
over the mix; ρmix is mix density; H is mix column height above the bubble; R is bubble radius;
is speed and acceleration during bubble growth; σ is surface tension; η is viscosity.


R and R

Under conditions of metastable equilibrium for the formed bubble system in the expanded mix from
equations (1) and (2) at atmospheric pressure, and also based on the relationship of pressure, volume and
temperature of the gas phase, we obtain:

m
с ⋅ К ⋅ TB
+ ∑ i +W * =
1,
PA + ρmix ⋅ g ⋅ H + 2σ / R
ρi

(3)

where TB is gas phase temperature in a bubble; c is proportionality coefficient; K is gas constant.
Significant indicators for bubble porosity in the green AAC cake structure formation are gas phase
temperature, capillary and hydrostatic pressure.

3. Results and Discussion
Change in phase composition and porosity in a three-stage process according to Fig. 1 for a model
AAC mix are presented in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3 a fragment of AAC structure D500 is shown, which according to
the main elements corresponds to a model aerated concrete. In hardening systems, when water is bound
to the solid phase, chemical shrinkage is observed. The value of the microporosity of the matrix due to
chemical shrinkage can only be estimated by calculation according to the reaction equations. When
removing water from a hardened cement paste, drying shrinkage takes place. The chemical shrinkage and
drying shrinkage (Fig. 2) together give a total shrink of less than 1 % [43, 44]. When considering volumetric
phase ratios and porosity in AAC and FC, the phenomena of shrinkage due to their small size can be
ignored. Based on the concepts of hardening system porosity, size regions of gel and capillary pores are
distinguished, and types, shape and sizes are substantiated for air (bubble) pores.
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Five pore areas for AAC and FC were determined by the pore size criterion.

Figure 2. Phase composition and types of porosity per 1 m3 of model freshly mix,
green cake and white AAC D500: C3AH6 – abbreviated 3CaO∙Al2O3∙6H2O according to cement
as accepted in chemistry; the same, tobermorite C5S6H5.

Figure 3. The structure of AAC D500: G – gel pores; C – capillary pores; B – bubbly air pores.
Area 1. Gel pores (Fig. 3, Fig. 4d). The gel porosity of calcium hydrosilicate was calculated
according to the data of T. Powers [5] on its value in the gel of hardened systems, equal to 28 %. For the
AAC D500 under consideration, a value of 53.3 liters was obtained. The specific volume of tobermorite
growth is 0.569, which corresponds to the T. Powers model with a specific gel volume of 0.567. The size
for gel pores was determined by IUPAC recommendation and proposal [20]: microgel with pore diameter
(dp) < 2 nm and mesogel with dp from 2 to 50 nm.
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Figure 4. SEM micrographs of FC D250: 1 – gel pores; 2 – capillary pores; 3 – air-micro pores;
4 – air-membrane pores; 5 – air-cellular pores.
The second term in equation (3) for any type of cellular concrete and ingredients composition in the
mix allows us to estimate the volume proportion of hydrated phases and to determine the expected value
of gel porosity.
Area 2. Capillary pores (Fig. 3; Fig. 4 c, d). The capillary pores presence in concrete is caused by
mixing water surplus compared to the quantity of chemically bonded water, as well as contraction
phenomena during hardening. It is recommended that contraction porosity not be isolated but added to
capillary pores. The equivalent diameter of microcapillary pores (in terminology [20]) is from 50 nm to 1 μm.
Gel pores and capillary pores are formed during hydration in a hardening system. Together with the
solid phases of the system, these pores form a hardened matrix in concrete [45, 46]. Gel pores and capillary
pores are matrix pores. The properties of AAC and FC, as well as ordinary concrete, depend on the
nanostructure and the microstructure of cementitious materials [47, 48], that is, on the matrix structure.
Most pores in AAC and FC are pores of bubble origin. The pores in the structure of the hardened
composite AAC, FC, and with entrained air are called air-void [49–53].
An examination of the characteristics of the bubbles in a fresh concrete mix with air-void sizes makes
it possible to distinguish three types of bubbles: air-micro bubble, air-membrane bubble and air-cellular
bubble. In the structure of AAC and FC, respectively, three areas of air pores formed from vesicles are
distinguished.
Area 3. Air-capillary pores (Fig. 4b). The selection of this area is associated with transition in porous
system structure from capillary pores to air-micro pores. The diameter of mesocapillary pores according to
the terminology [20] and air-micro pores is from 1 to 10 μm. The pressure in the bubble with R * = 3.1 μm
(Fig. 4b), caused by the surface curvature PC = 2σ/R, is R*C= 4.7·104 Pa. Bond number as gravity to
surface tension ratio for the bubble under consideration Bo = 8.7·10-6 << 1. Therefore, air-micro bubbles in
a AAC and FC mixes are spherical and non-deformable.
Area 4. Air-membrane pores (Fig. 4b, c, d). Pores with a diameter from 10 to 100 μm are involved in
partitions structure formation between larger air pores. In structural heat-insulating aerated concrete, the
shape of bubble membrane pores is close to spherical, but can change to ellipsoidal.
In a hardened matrix, spherical air-micro pores are formed from spherical vesicles.
The binder particle size corresponds to the air-membrane pores size. The spherical air bubbles rise
of the considered sizes in water, up to a constant, coincides with the Stokes formula for the solid sphere
motion [54]. The geometric factor is the basis on which air bubbles from 10 to 100 μm in size, together with
binder, filler and growth particles form the membrane structure in aerated concrete mix. Membrane bubbles
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with a diameter less than 60 μm, as will be shown below, are classified as undeformable by the criterion of
gravity to surface tension ratio.
Area 5. Air-cellular pores (Fig. 3 and 4) are basic in cellular concrete volume, predetermine the
material name and its properties. The pore diameter is from 100 μm to 2 mm.
The air bubbles size upper limit in a cellular concrete mix D = 2 mm is determined from equality
condition to the Bond number. The value Bo = 1 determines the region linear scale in which the surface
tension and gravity are comparable and characterized by a capillary constant:

b=

σ
.
g ( ρ L − ρG )

(4)

The capillary constant for the most liquids has a value of 1 ... 3 mm [46]. For a bubble in the model
AAC mix under consideration, the capillary constant is b '= 2.11 mm. For water with σ = 7.27 · 10-2 J/m2,
the value of b '' = 2.72 mm. When deforming spherical bubbles, it is necessary to use the concept of
“equivalent bubble”, the volume of which is equal to the volume of the deformed one.
The following estimates are obtained for the lower boundary of the introduced size of air bubbles
D = 0.1 mm. A air bubble of this size in a model AAC mix with a density of 1670 kg / m3 as a unit cell has a
Bond number Bo = 0.225 · 10-2 << 1. Capillary forces exceed the deforming gravitational (Archimedean)
forces by more than two orders of magnitude, which corresponds to a gas bubble sphericity condition. Such
an assessment is valid for a air bubble located at the AAC mix surface. Gravity forces from the overlying
column of aerated concrete mix act on the bubble at the bottom of the form. If the hydrostatic pressures
*
and laplace pressures are equal, the bubble radius according to equation (3) will be R = 2 ⋅ σ / ρ mix ⋅ g ⋅ H .
When a form in the manufacture of AAC with a height of 0.6 m is filled with the model aerated
concrete mix under consideration, the filling height is H = 0.26 m and the deformable bubbles diameter will
be more than 68.3 μm. An array height increase and a decrease in the surface tension in the mix due to
surfactants will proportionally reduce the bubble size that is not deformed by calculation. Therefore, in AAC
and FC mix, air bubbles with a diameter of 0.1 to 2 mm are stable, but deformable.
Large pores with an effective diameter of more than 2 mm are defects in the structure of AAC and
FC. There are two reasons for their appearance in the hardened matrix. The first reason is the coalescence
of bubbles in a fresh mix. The second reason is entrained air in a fresh mix. Air-entrained bubbles with
dp > 2 mm in AAC and FC take the shape of an inverted drop and retain this shape in the hardened
composition.

Figure 5. Kinds and sizes of pores in AAC and FC.
Fig. 5 provides information on the separation of vesicular pores into kinds. In this case, the mechanics
data of a two-phase system were used for bubbles [37, 54]. An additional criterion for air pores separation
by size was the same scale on the pore diameters axis with a logarithmic scale. The concept of gel and
capillary pores in hardening systems is generally accepted [1, 7, 20, et. al.]. It is expedient to combine gel
and capillary pores with the concept of "matrix pores", as is done in [4, 10]. There are only a few mentions
of air-void pores as bubble pores in the literature [4]. The collection of bubble pores, named by origin, is
divided into air-capillary, air-membrane and air-cellular pores. Subsequently, the isolated types of vesicular
pores can be differentiated. So, air-membrane pores can be divided into formed by their undeformable and
deformed bubbles in a fresh concrete mix.
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Bubble studies are carried out mainly in cement foams with a bubble diameter of a millimeter size
[55, 56]. In [56], the diameter of bubbles in monodispersed cement foams was 0.8 mm. This is close to the
upper limit of the air-cellular pores size of 2 mm. In the systems of air-membrane pores with a bubble size
from 10 μm to 100 μm, and especially for air-capillary pores with a diameter of 1 to 10 μm, new patterns
are predicted. The new properties of such bubbles in solidifying systems with their predominant content in
AAC and FC will be associated with the non-deformability of the bubble.
The data obtained and the proposed division by bubble pore sizes indicate the need for future studies
of AAC and FC with a significant content, primarily, of non-deformable air-membrane pores.

4. Conclusions
The following conclusions can be made:
1. The main element of AAC and FC structure origin are bubble air pores. The technological process
modeling in specific types of aeratedr concrete manufacture allows us to quantify the size of gel, capillary
and bubble porosity in the material. The matrix porosity volume is determined by the mixing water amount
remaining in the system after binder hydration, and is a smaller part of the total pore volume. In AAC D500
with W / S = 0.6, the matrix pore size is 29 %, and the bubble pore size is 71 %.
2. In porous hardening systems, three types of bubble pores are distinguished, the sizes of the
selected pore areas are determined, and the shape of the bubbles is estimated. The air-capillary pores
area with a size range from 1 to 10 μm is transitional from shapeless capillary to spherical microair pores.
Membrane air pores with a diameter from 10 to 100 μm are comparable in size to the binder particles, and
at a size of less than 60 μm, the bubbles in the fresh mix are classified as undeformable, and the pore form
is close to spherical. Air-cellular pores with diameters from 100 μm to 2 mm are the main ones in the aerated
concrete volume. They are formed from stable, but deformable in a AAC and FC mixture of air bubbles.
3. A perspective technology for aerated concrete is to reduce the maximum and average pore size
for membrane and cellular air pores selected areas. A decrease in the bubbles size in hardening system
will affect the decrease in the Bond number and increase the capillary forces importance in the AAC and
FC pore structure formation.
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